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‘Stream: A room for the conscious mind’ an exhibition by (lt) for Melbourne Fringe Festival 2015 

Melbourne, Australia: Laura Thompson (lt) has curated an exhibition titled Stream: A room for the conscious mind.  
The exhibition includes work by Melanie Jayne Taylor and Samuel Stewart and will be presented as part of   
Melbourne Fringe Festival , 23rd – 29th September 2015. 

Thoughts, perceptions and sensations, fleeting images from moments past, recollections and daydreams inspiring and 
shaping our imagination; this stream of  consciousness is a flow of  experience so familiar, yet simultaneously unknown.

In Stream: A room for the conscious mind two artists’ work, Melanie Jayne Taylor and Samuel Stewart, amplifies and contrasts 
the other. Here we acknowledge our awareness and the monologue, unique and individual in the interior of  the mind. 

Exhibition dates: 
Wednesday 23rd September – Tuesday 29th September
Open: Mon – Sat, 10:30am – 6:00pm  &  Sun, 12:00 – 5:00pm

Location: 
Above Shop 43 in the Royal Arcade
335 Bourke St, Melbourne, 3000  

MELANIE JAYNE TAYLOR  
Various Fragments of  Departure, 2012  
Courtesy of  the artist and Laura Thompson (lt)
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Melanie Jayne Taylor works with text components and installation strategies to display her extensive personal 
photographic archive; within these images she investigates the transitory nature of  memory, loss, longing, and absence. 
Melanie completed her MFA from RMIT University in 2010. She has exhibited her work extensively in Australia and 
internationally.

Samuel Stewart is a conceptual artist exploring themes surrounding memory, identity and mortality and how these  
concepts affect us individually and collectively. While Stewart’s work is often informed by life, death and the passing of  
time, it is the ‘beauty in impermanence’ and search for meaning in everyday life that interests him most. 

About Laura Thompson: 
Laura Thompson (lt) has worked with leaders in the arts locally and abroad including Anthony d’Offay (Gallerist and 
founder of  ARTIST ROOMS, London) and Anna Schwartz (Owner/Director Anna Schwartz Gallery, Melbourne). She 
has collaborated with local and international museums and galleries, and with artists including Brook Andrew, Mikala 
Dwyer, Shaun Gladwell, Boris Mikhailov and Ron Mueck. (lt) exhibitions focus to cultivate artist recognition and support 
offering exposure to diverse audiences in engaging contexts. New and established collectors are encouraged to acquire or  
commission works to support the artists. | www.elletea.co

Media Enquiries:
Interviews and imagery available upon request. 
Email: laura@elletea.co  Tel: 0406 106 421 

– Ends –

SAMUEL STEWART  
Untitled (I Miss You), 2008  
Courtesy of  the artist and Laura Thompson (lt)


